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Grease
NOTE: A suitable dielectric grease must be applied
when installing this kit. You can purchase MPG2
grease from your local John Deere dealer.
OUMX068,00003FD -19-22JAN13-1/1

Parts in Kit
Heater Kit
Description

1

T-fitting (A)

1

Bleeder T-fitting (B)

1

Heater/Blower Unit

1

Padded Heater Cover

1

Floor Cover (with hardware)

1

Heater Retaining Panel (with hardware and
electrical harnesses)

2

Grommet

2

Hose Clamp, 1-1/2 inch

4

Hose Clamp, 1 inch

1

Hose Bracket

2

Hose Protector

1

Short Extension Heater Hose Section

1

Pop Rivet

8

Washer, M8

2

Washer, M6

2

Locknut, M6

1

Self-threading Screw

4

Hex Head Bolt, M6x16

3

Hex Head Bolt, M6x20

12

Tie Strap

MXT014968 —UN—07JUL15

Quantity

A—T-fitting

B—Bleeder T-fitting

NOTE: Some parts may not be used depending
upon your machine model.

NOTE: Retain these installation instructions with the
machine operator’s manual.
BVVMSIT,000021A -19-25MAR20-1/1

• BM23509 includes a T-fitting and two clamps for

Additional Fitting Kit Parts Required for
Installation

installation on XUV825i, XUV825E and XUV825M.

• VGB10548 includes a straight fitting with thread

The fittings used to connect the heater hoses to the
engine are not the same for the three types of engines.
One of three following kits is required to complete this
Heater Kit installation:

tape applied for installation on XUV855D, XUV855E,
XUV855M, HPX815E and HPX Diesel.

• VGB10547 includes an L-shaped fitting and O-ring for
installation on XUV625i.

FENAFNX,0000155 -19-13APR20-1/1
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Parking Safely
Park the machine safely. See Parking Safely in your
Operator’s Manual.
MX88017,0000007 -19-17OCT19-1/1

Drain Engine Coolant
NOTE: Drain engine coolant as per the instructions
in your machine operator's manual.
HPX Gas and HPX615E
1. Loosen drain screw (A) on the left side of engine, and
drain coolant into pan.
MXT008978 —UN—12SEP13

2. After all coolant has drained, tighten drain screw (A).
A— Drain Screw

FENAFNX,0000156 -19-13APR20-1/6

HPX Diesel and HPX815E
1. Loosen drain screw (A) behind the fuel filter (B), and
drain coolant into pan.

A— Drain Screw

MXT015081 —UN—15JUL15

2. After all coolant has drained, tighten the drain screw
(A).
B— Fuel Filter

FENAFNX,0000156 -19-13APR20-2/6

XUV625i
1. Remove drain screw (A) at bottom of the thermostat
housing, and drain coolant into pan.
MXT008980 —UN—12SEP13

2. After all coolant has drained, tighten the drain screw
(A).
A—Drain Screw

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000156 -19-13APR20-3/6
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XUV825i, XUV825E and XUV825M
1. Cut hose (A) at location (B).
C—Upper Hose

MXT008981 —UN—12SEP13

A—Hose
B—Location

Picture Note: Upper hose (C) raised for better view.
FENAFNX,0000156 -19-13APR20-4/6

XUV855D, XUV855E and XUV855M
1. Remove and retain the bolt (A) that secures dipstick
tube bracket, and fuel filter.

MXT008982 —UN—12SEP13

NOTE: Fuel filter assembly can be moved out of the way
without disconnecting fuel lines. It can be helpful to
secure fuel filter when working with the coolant drain.
Do not move the dipstick tube more than
necessary to avoid damaging of the O-ring
at the base of the tube.
2. Pivot dipstick tube (B), and move fuel filter assembly
out of the way to reach the drain screw behind and
below the fuel filter.
A—Bolt
Continued on next page
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B—Dipstick Tube
FENAFNX,0000156 -19-13APR20-5/6
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3. Remove drain screw (A), and allow coolant to drain.
4. When coolant has drained, remove hex drain
extension (B) from block.
B—Drain Extension
MXT008983 —UN—12SEP13

A—Drain Screw

FENAFNX,0000156 -19-13APR20-6/6

Install Heater Unit and Floor Panel
1. Remove and discard two screws (A), and storage
compartment (B).
B—Storage Compartment

MXT008984 —UN—12SEP13

A—Screw (2 used)

FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-1/9

2. Remove and retain hardware (A) attaching the lower
bracket (B) to the heater unit (C).
C—Heater Unit

APY30680 —UN—31MAR20

A—Hardware
B—Lower Bracket

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-2/9
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3. Install heater unit (A) as shown (with hoses and hose
covers attached), with the lower mounting plate (B)
of the unit positioned under grab handle (C). Make
sure that the rear of the mounting plate resting on the
machine fender (D).
C—Grab Handle
D—Fender
MXT008986 —UN—12SEP13

A—Heater Unit
B—Lower Mounting Plate

FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-3/9

4. Install wire harness and heater retaining panel (A) as
shown with the step (B) at the front of a panel on top
of grab handle (C).
5. Tilt the heater unit up, align outer holes at the front of
the heater plate with lower clips nuts (D) on the heater
retaining panel. Install two hex head bolts (E), and
M6 washers.
D—Clip Nut (2 used)
E—Hex Head Bolt, M6x16 (2
used)

MXT015085 —UN—21JUL15

A—Heater Retaining Panel
B—Step
C—Grab Handle

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-4/9
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6. Loosely install lower bracket (A) to the heater unit with
the hardware removed earlier.
7. Adjust lower bracket to position heater unit with the
back of bracket tight against the foot deck, and tighten
hardware.

MXT008988 —UN—12SEP13

8. Hold bracket firmly in position against the foot deck
and mark foot deck at center of the lower hole (B) in
the bracket for drilling.
9. Center punch and drill a 5 mm (3/16 in) hole through
the foot deck at mark.
10. Install a self-threading screw, and M6 washer through
the bracket into the foot deck.
A—Lower Bracket

B—Lower Hole

FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-5/9

11. Press top of heater retaining panel (A) back toward
the heater unit (B). Do not force the panel backwards
excessively so that the panel bends.

13. Using the two holes in the upper bracket as a guide,
drill two 4 mm (5/32 in) holes (D) through the dash
panel. Later, this two holes are used for the installation
of pop rivets.
A—Panel
B—Heater Unit

C—Upper Bracket
D—Hole

MXT008989 —UN—12SEP13

12. Hold the upper bracket (C) of the retaining panel
upward against the dash panel.

FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-6/9

14. Remove plastic plugs from two holes at the base of
the right side closeout panel (A), and install hose
grommets (B).
B—Grommet (2 used)

MXT008990 —UN—13SEP13

A—Panel

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-7/9
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15. Lubricate heater hoses (A) with soapy water or rubber
lubricant, and install hoses through grommets (B). Pull
hoses back through grommets, leaving slack for final
hose routing.

A—Hose (2 used)

MXT008991 —UN—13SEP13

16. Determine which heater hose is connected to the
shutoff valve, and mark or tag that hose at the outside
of the closeout panel for future reference.
B—Grommet (2 used)

FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-8/9

17. Position floor cover (A) over hoses on the foot deck.
Adjust hose length as necessary for proper routing.
Do not install hardware.

MXT008992 —UN—12SEP13

A—Floor Cover

FENAFNX,0000144 -19-10APR20-9/9

Install Fittings and Hoses (HPX Gas and
HPX615E)
1. Unplug wiring lead connector (A) from the temperature
sensor (B).
2. Remove and retain temperature sensor (B), and
sealing washer.
B—Temperature Sensor
MXT008993 —UN—12SEP13

A—Wiring Lead Connector

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000145 -19-10APR20-1/5
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NOTE: Do not apply thread sealant to either the T-adapter
or the temperature sensor when installing.
3. Install brass sealing washer (A) on the threaded fitting
(B).
NOTE: The threaded fitting on the T-adapter (C) accepts
a 3/8 in Hex key wrench used for tightening.

MXT015083 —UN—21JUL15

4. Install T-adapter and brass sealing washer in the
cylinder head port. Position hose nipple (D), and
tighten the threaded fitting.
Specification
Threaded
Fitting—Torque..............................................................................75 N·m
(55 lb·ft)

5. Install original temperature sensor (E), and sealing
washer (F) in T-adapter.
Specification
Threaded
Fitting—Torque..............................................................................60 N·m
(44 lb·ft)

A—Brass Sealing Washer
B—Threaded Fitting
C—T-adapter

D—Hose Nipple
E—Temperature Sensor
F— Sealing Washer

6. Plug wiring lead connector to the temperature sensor
terminal.
FENAFNX,0000145 -19-10APR20-2/5

7. Cut through return radiator hose (A), and install T-fitting
(B) included in this kit with two hose clamps (C).
C—Hose Clamp, 1-1/2 in (2
used)

MXT008995 —UN—13SEP13

A—Radiator Return Hose
B—T-fitting

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000145 -19-10APR20-3/5
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8. Route heater hoses from the right side closeout panel,
between an upper frame member (A), and lower frame
member (B), and into engine compartment.
B—Lower Frame Member

MXT008996 —UN—12SEP13

A—Upper Frame Member

FENAFNX,0000145 -19-10APR20-4/5

9. Route heater shutoff valve hose (A) over engine, to
the hose nipple (B) on T-adapter.
10. Verify that heater shutoff valve hose (A) has enough
length for slack and for safely securing to other
components. To fit the hose nipple (B), cut hose to
proper length. Install hose nipple (B) using a 25.4 mm
(1 in) hose clamp.
MXT008997 —UN—13SEP13

11. Cut heater shutoff valve hose (A) approximately 100
mm (4 in) from end of the hose nipple (B).
12. With the bleeder screw (C) pointed up, install bleeder
T-fitting included with this kit using a 25.4 mm (1 in)
hose clamp.
13. Route remaining heater shutoff valve hose (A) over
the coolant pressure hose to bleeder T-fitting.
14. Verify that heater shutoff valve hose (A) has enough
length for slack and for safely securing to other
components. To fit bleeder T-fitting, cut hose to proper
length. Install on bleeder T-fitting using a 25.4 mm (1
in) hose clamp.

A—Heater Shutoff Valve Hose
B—Hose Nipple

C—Bleeder Screw

FENAFNX,0000145 -19-10APR20-5/5

M172358 (14APR20)
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Install Fittings and Hoses (HPX Diesel and
HPX815E)
1. Remove drain fitting (A) from the engine block at the
left side of machine. Replace with the straight fitting
(B) included in additional fitting kit VGB10548.
B—Straight Fitting
MXT008998 —UN—12SEP13

A—Drain Fitting

FENAFNX,0000146 -19-10APR20-1/5

2. Locate existing coolant return hose (A) that connects
to the engine block behind the thermostat. Cut through
the hose in the area shown (B) near the protrusion
(C) of the belt guard.
C—Protrusion

MXT008999 —UN—12SEP13

A—Return Hose
B—Point Marked

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000146 -19-10APR20-2/5
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3. Install T-fitting (A) included with this kit on the hose
with two 1-1/2 inch hose clamps.

MXT009000 —UN—12SEP13

A—T-fitting

Picture Note: Fitting shown with heater hose connected.
FENAFNX,0000146 -19-10APR20-3/5

4. Route heater hoses from the right side closeout panel,
between an upper frame member (A), and lower frame
member (B) into engine compartment.
B—Lower Frame Member

MXT009002 —UN—12SEP13

A—Upper Frame Member

Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000146 -19-10APR20-4/5
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5. Route heater shutoff valve hose (A) over the engine to
the straight fitting installed in the engine block drain.
6. Verify that heater shutoff valve hose (A) has enough
length for slack and for safely securing to other
components. Cut to proper length for straight fitting
installation. Install straight fitting with a 1 in hose clamp.
MXT009003 —UN—12SEP13

7. Cut heater shutoff valve hose (A), and install bleeder
T-fitting (B) included with this kit so that bleeder screw
(C) is pointed up. Secure with 1 inch hose clamp.
8. Route remaining shutoff valve heater hose over the
coolant pressure hose to bleeder T-fitting.
NOTE: Before cutting heater shutoff valve hose, verify
that the hose has enough length for slack and
for safely securing to other components.
9. Cut heater shutoff valve hose (A), and install on
bleeder T-fitting (B) with 1 inch hose clamp.

A—Heater Shutoff Valve Hose
B—Bleeder T-fitting

C—Bleeder Screw

10. Install tie straps on heater hoses, as needed, to
protect hoses against contact with moving parts.
FENAFNX,0000146 -19-10APR20-5/5

Install Fittings and Hoses (XUV620i, XUV625i)

MXT009004 —UN—12SEP13

1. Locate the T-fitting (A) included in this kit and cut the
three hose ends at the edge of the step-down radius
(B), as shown.
2. Deburr T-fitting as necessary after cutting.
A—T-fitting

B—Step-Down Radius

Continued on next page
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BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-1/8
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3. Cut two sections of the hose protector (A)
approximately 355 mm (14 in) long, and slide them
over the two heater hoses behind the closeout panel.
MXT009005 —UN—12SEP13

4. Route both heater hoses through the opening in the
drive shaft support bracket (B).
5. Continue routing the hose (C), from the heater valve,
behind the drive shaft and up to the top of the engine.
6. Continue routing the return hose (D) from the drive
shaft support bracket under the front of the engine
toward the thermostat housing.
7. Position both hoses for best routing from the closeout
panel through the drive shaft bracket. Reposition the
hose protectors for maximum protection for the outer
hose, inner hose at the drive shaft bracket, and the
hardware (E) at the frame connection.

A—Hose Protector
B—Drive Shaft Support Bracket
C—Hose

D—Return Hose
E—Hardware
F— Tie Strap

8. Install tie straps (F) around the two hoses, in two
places.
BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-2/8

NOTE: Installation of the modified T-fitting (A) requires
the thermostat to engine hose to be cut.
9. Locate thermostat to the engine hose and mark cut line
(B). Mark three orientation lines (C) to aid in installation.
C—Orientation line

MXT009006 —UN—12SEP13

A—T-fitting
B—Cut Line

Picture Note: Note orientation of T-fitting and marked hose.
Continued on next page
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10. Remove and retain two bolts (A) from the thermostat
housing and bracket.

MXT009007 —UN—12SEP13

11. Remove the two clamps and thermostat hose. Cut the
thermostat hose at the marked cut line.
NOTE: The small hose end on the T-fitting included in this
kit is angled parallel to the engine cover. Route the
hose between the engine cover, and clutch cover.
12. Install T-fitting, and two 1-1/2 inch hose clamps on
the thermostat hose.
NOTE: The additional hose protector is needed
where the heater hose is routed between the
engine and clutch cover.

A—Bolt

13. Install a section of the hose protector approximately
254 mm (10 in) long, onto the end of the heater return
hose. Then install the hose and a 1 in hose clamp
on the T-fitting.
BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-4/8

14. Install thermostat hose (A) with original hose clamps.
Check alignment of hoses and T-fitting, adjust if
necessary. Tighten the all clamps.
15. Slide hose protector on the heater hose, up to clamp
at T-fitting.
16. Install thermostat housing to bracket with original bolts.

A—Thermostat Hose
B—Heater Hose

MXT009008 —UN—13SEP13

17. Install heater hose (B) to the frame bracket at the front
of an engine with tie strap (C).
C—Tie Strap

Picture Note: Correct orientation of assembled components.
Shown with optional high output alternator.
BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-5/8

18. Remove and retain the plug (A), and sealing washer
from the rear cylinder head.

MXT009009 —UN—12SEP13

A—Plug

Continued on next page
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BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-6/8
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19. Install brass sealing washer (A) on the threaded fitting
(B) of the T-adapter (C).
NOTE: The threaded fitting on the T-adapter (C) accepts
a 3/8 inch wrench used for tightening.
MXT015084 —UN—21JUL15

20. Install the T-adapter (C) and brass sealing washer
(A) into the cylinder head port where the plug (D)
was removed earlier. Position the hose nipple (E) as
shown and hold adapter in place while tightening the
threaded fitting with a 3/8 inch wrench. Tighten the
threaded fitting.
Specification
Threaded
Fitting—Torque..............................................................................75 N·m
(55 lb·ft)

21. Install the plug with the sealing washer (removed
earlier) into the open port of the T-adapter (C), Tighten
the plug.

A—Brass Sealing Washer
B—Threaded Fitting
C—T-adapter

D—Plug
E—Hose Nipple

Specification
Threaded
Fitting—Torque..............................................................................60 N·m
(44 lb·ft)
BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-7/8

23. Locate the high spot on the heater hose and cut the
hose in that spot. Install two 1 inch hose clamps
onto the cut ends. Then install the T-fitting bleeder
(B) included in this kit. Rotate the fitting so that the
bleeder screw (C) is facing up and tighten the clamps.
24. Secure heater hose to coolant hose at the front of
flywheel cover with tie strap.
A—Heater Hose
B—T-fitting Bleeder

MXT009011 —UN—12SEP13

22. Finish routing of the heater hose (A) over to the hose
nipple on the T-adapter, under the wiring harness, as
shown. Check routing for eliminating the excessive
slack, trim hose length if necessary. Connect to hose
nipple to the T-adapter with 1 inch hose clamp.

C—Bleeder Screw

BVVMSIT,000021F -19-31MAR20-8/8
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Install Fittings and Hoses (XUV855D,
XUV855E and XUV855M)

MXT009012 —UN—12SEP13

IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Be careful not to move
or change the alignment of the pillow block
when installing the hose bracket.
1. Remove and retain the outer drive shaft pillow block
retaining bolt (A) from the bracket.
A—Bolt

FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-1/7

NOTE: Do not move pillow block during bracket
installation. Ensure that the bracket is parallel
with the pillow block, as shown.
MXT009013 —UN—12SEP13

2. Install hose bracket (B) under the pillow block bracket
with a pillow block retaining bolt (A), removed earlier.
Tighten the bolt.
Specification
Bolt—Torque..................................................................................73 N·m
(54 lb·ft)
A—Bolt, Pillow Block Retaining

B—Hose Bracket

3. Cut two pieces of the hose protector (A) approximately
355 mm (14 in) long. Slide them over the two heater
hoses behind the closeout panel and through the hose
bracket (B). The longer hose, coming from the heater
valve, uses the outer bracket hole. The shorter return
hose uses the inner bracket hole.
4. Adjust the hose protectors so that a few inches of
the hose protector are on the rear side of the hose
bracket, as shown.
A—Hose Protector

B—Hose Bracket

Continued on next page
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MXT009014 —UN—13SEP13

FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-2/7

FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-3/7

041420
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5. Locate the existing coolant hose (A) above the drive
shaft and park brake arm. Temporarily route the inner
heater hose (return hose) from the hose bracket up
between the drive shaft and park brake arm to coolant
hose. Allow adequate clearance behind the drive shaft
pillow block. Mark a cut line (B) on the coolant hose.
6. Remove coolant hose and cut the hose at the marked
cut line.
7. Position and orientate the T-fitting included in this
kit so that small hose end points downward. Install
T-fitting with two 1-1/2 inch hose clamps.
A—Coolant Hose

MXT009015 —UN—12SEP13

BM23608

B—Cut Line
FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-4/7

MXT009016 —UN—12SEP13

8. Route the heater return hose (A) up to T-fitting (B)
included in this kit between drive shaft and park brake
arm. Keep hose length as short as possible without
kinking at bend. Cut the hose to length and install on
T-fitting with 1 inch hose clamp (C).
9. Adjust T-fitting so that it angles slightly outward for
maximize hose clearance. Tighten the small hose
clamp first, then move the two hose clamps (D) in
position and tighten them.
A—Return Hose
B—T-fitting

C—Clamp, 1 in
D—Clamp, 1-1/2 in

FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-5/7

10. Install the straight fitting (A) included in additional
fitting kit VGB10548 into the drain screw port. Tighten
the fitting.

MXT009017 —UN—12SEP13

11. Cut a section of hose (B) included in this kit
approximately 508 mm (20 in) long. Install on the
straight fitting with 1 inch hose clamp.
12. Cut a section of the hose protector approximately 305
mm (12 in) long and install on the hose up to clamp.
13. Reinstall fuel filter assembly and dipstick tube onto
their original positions with previously removed bolt.
A—Straight Fitting

B—Hose
Continued on next page
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FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-6/7
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14. Install bleeder T-fitting (A) included in this kit to the
bleeder hose (B) with 1 inch hose clamp. Do not
tighten the clamp.

MXT014970 —UN—11AUG15

15. Route the heater hose (C) and heater return hose
between drive shaft and park brake arm, to the top of
an engine. Install tie strap around hoses near bleeder
T-fitting.
16. Route the hose with bleeder T-fitting along the return
hose as shown. Position the heater hose at bleeder
T-fitting.
17. Adjust the hoses until the bleeder screw (D) is at the
highest point of return hose. Trim excess heater hose
when the bleeder hose and heater hose are connected.
18. Install heater hose on bleeder T-fitting. Tighten both
hose clamps.
19. Install bleeder and heater hoses to the intake hose (E)
with the two tie-straps (F) as shown. Tie straps must be
assembled to each other to create one long tie strap.

A—Bleeder T-fitting
B—Bleeder Hose
C—Heater Hose

D—Bleeder Screw
E—Intake Hose
F— Tie Strap
FENAFNX,0000147 -19-10APR20-7/7

Install Fittings and Hoses (XUV825i, XUV825E
and XUV825M: Serial Number — 80000)
NOTE: These machines have zinc-plated (gold
colored) solid coolant tube.

MXT009019 —UN—12SEP13

IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Be careful not to move
or change the alignment of the pillow block
when installing the hose bracket.
1. Remove and retain outer drive shaft pillow block
retaining bolt (A) from bracket.
A—Pillow Block Retaining Bolt

FENAFNX,0000148 -19-10APR20-1/7

2. Install hose bracket (B) under the pillow block bracket
with the pillow block retaining bolt (A). Tighten the bolt.
Specification
Bolt—Torque..................................................................................73 N·m
(54 lb·ft)
A—Pillow Block Retaining Bolt

B—Hose Bracket

Continued on next page
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MXT009020 —UN—12SEP13

NOTE: Do not move pillow block during bracket
installation. Bracket must be parallel with
the pillow block, as shown.

FENAFNX,0000148 -19-10APR20-2/7
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3. Use two pieces of the hose protector (A), and slide
them over the two heater hoses behind the closeout
panel.
4. Install the outer heater hose (B) through the inner hole
on the hose bracket (C). Route hose over the top of
the engine as shown.

A—Hose Protector
B—Outer Heater Hose
C—Hose Bracket

MXT009021 —UN—13SEP13

5. Install the inner heater hose (D) down near the frame
plate (E). Secure hose with the tie strap (F) to the
frame plate.
D—Inner Heater Hose
E—Frame Plate
F— Tie Strap

FENAFNX,0000148 -19-10APR20-3/7

6. Locate coolant hose running parallel to valve cover.
Trim 3 inches from the end of small diameter hose (A).

MXT009309 —UN—21SEP13

A—Small Diameter Hose

FENAFNX,0000148 -19-10APR20-4/7

7. Install large diameter hose (A) on T-fitting (B) included
in this kit. Install bleeder T-fitting (C) included in this
kit onto end of the cut hose (D).
8. Route outer heater hose (E) (hose leading to engine)
around the front of bracket (F). Connect to T-fitting
with clamps.
D—Cut Hose
E—Outer Heater Hose
F— Bracket

MXT009310 —UN—21SEP13

A—Large Diameter Hose
B—T-fitting
C—T-fitting, Bleeder

Continued on next page
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9. Route inner heater hose (A) around to left side of
machine. Cut a 205 mm (8 in) piece of radiator hose
(B) from short extension heater hose included in this
kit. Connect with extension connector (C) and two
crimp clamps (D).
C—Connector
D—Crimp Clamps

MXT009024 —UN—12SEP13

A—Inner Heater Hose
B—Radiator Hose

FENAFNX,0000148 -19-10APR20-6/7

NOTE: If necessary, have an assistant hold upper radiator
hose (A) away from area when installing T-fitting
(B) included in additional fitting kit BM23509.
10. Install T-fitting (B) onto hoses (C) with two clamps (D).
11. Install short extension piece of hose (E) onto the
bottom of T-fitting (B) with clamp (F).
D—Clamp
E—Hose
F— Clamp

MXT009025 —UN—13SEP13

A—Upper Radiator Hose
B—T-fitting
C—Hoses

FENAFNX,0000148 -19-10APR20-7/7

Install Fittings and Hoses (XUV825i, XUV825E
and XUV825M: Serial Number 80001 —)
NOTE: These machines have a black solid coolant tube.

MXT009019 —UN—12SEP13

IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Be careful not to move
or change the alignment of the pillow block
when installing the hose bracket.
1. Remove and retain outer drive shaft pillow block
retaining bolt (A) from bracket.
A—Pillow Block Retaining Bolt

Continued on next page
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NOTE: Do not move pillow block during bracket
installation. Bracket must be parallel with
the pillow block.
MXT009020 —UN—12SEP13

2. Install hose bracket (B) under the pillow block bracket
with the pillow block retaining bolt (A). Tighten the bolt.
Specification
Bolt—Torque..................................................................................73 N·m
(54 lb·ft)
A—Pillow Block Retaining Bolt

B—Hose Bracket

FENAFNX,0000157 -19-13APR20-2/7

3. Use two pieces of the hose protector (A) and slide them
over the two heater hoses behind the closeout panel.
4. Install the outer heater hose (B) through the inner hole
on the hose bracket (C). Route hose over the top of
the engine as shown.

A—Hose Protector
B—Outer Heater Hose
C—Bracket

MXT009021 —UN—13SEP13

5. Install the inner heater hose (D) down near the frame
plate (E). Secure hose with the tie strap (F) to the
frame plate.
D—Inner Heater Hose
E—Frame Plate
F— Tie Strap

FENAFNX,0000157 -19-13APR20-3/7

6. Trim 1.25 inches from the hose for installation of
T-fitting (A) included in this kit in area shown.

MXT009307 —UN—21SEP13

A—T-fitting

Picture Note: Shown with engine removed.
Continued on next page
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7. Install T-fitting (A) and heater hose (B) onto the hose
with clamps (C). If necessary, install T-fitting (A) by
loosening bolts on the solid coolant line, and then
install to manifold.
C—Clamp (3 used)

MXT009308 —UN—21SEP13

A—T-fitting
B—Heater Hose

FENAFNX,0000157 -19-13APR20-5/7

8. Route inner heater hose (A) around to left side of
machine. Cut a 205 mm (8 in) piece of radiator hose
(B) from the short extension of the heater hose section
included in this kit. Connect with extension connector
(C), and two crimp clamps (D).
C—Extension Connector
D—Crimp Clamp (2 used)

MXT009024 —UN—12SEP13

A—Inner Hose
B—Radiator Hose

FENAFNX,0000157 -19-13APR20-6/7

NOTE: If necessary, have an assistant hold upper radiator
hose (A) away from area when installing T-fitting
(B) included in additional fitting kit BM23509.
9. Install T-fitting onto hoses (C) with two clamps (D).
10. Install short extension piece of hose (E) onto bottom
of T-fitting with clamp (F).
D—Clamp (2 used)
E—Hose
F— Clamp

MXT009025 —UN—13SEP13

A—Upper Radiator Hose
B—T-fitting
C—Hose

FENAFNX,0000157 -19-13APR20-7/7
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Prepare to Bleed Air from System (All Models)
1. Recover drained coolant from the drain pan and
transfer to containers as needed for the refilling system.
2. Place drain pan back under the engine to recover
coolant lost during bleed procedure.

4. Remove mounting screws from heater retaining panel
and lower bracket.
5. Remove the heater unit (A) with hoses attached.
6. Place the heater unit on the floor.
7. With the open shutoff valve (B), fill radiator and
recovery tank to the upper line.
A—Heater Unit

MXT009026 —UN—12SEP13

3. Remove floor cover.

B—Shutoff Valve
BVVMSIT,0000228 -19-25MAR20-1/1
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Bleed Air from System (All HPX)
NOTE: Monitor coolant level in radiator during bleed
procedure. Make sure that it does not fall too low.
Add coolant as per requirement for preventing
the air entry into the system.

MXT009027 —UN—12SEP13

1. Open bleed screw on the gasoline engine intake
manifold (A), or on the diesel engine thermostat
housing (B), until fluid comes, with no air bubbles.
Close the bleed screw.
2. Fill coolant up to the upper line of the radiator.
3. Open bleed screw (C) on the bleed tee until fluid
comes out, with no air bubbles or sound of air
escaping. Close the valve.
4. Shake heater unit and heater hoses for dislodging the
air that is trapped.

Picture Note: Gasoline engine shown.

5. Open bleed screw (C) on the gasoline engine intake
manifold (A), or on the diesel engine thermostat
housing (B), until fluid comes, with no air bubbles.
Close the bleed screw (C).
6. Fill coolant up to the upper line of the radiator. Secure
the radiator cap.
MXT009028 —UN—12SEP13

NOTE: Occasionally shake the heater and heater hoses
as the engine is warming up to help dislodge
any air still trapped in the system.
7. Fill the coolant up to the top line of the overflow bottle.
8. Start and run engine until fan cycles. If overheat light
does not come on, unit is properly bled.
IMPORTANT: Avoid Damage! If overheat light comes
on - Shut off engine and allow it to cool. Make
sure that the overflow bottle is full, as the system
pulls coolant from overflow bottle during cool
down, helping to eliminate air in the system.
When engine is cool, repeat bleed procedure.

Picture Note: Diesel engine shown.
A—Intake Manifold
B—Thermostat Housing

C—Bleed Screw

BVVMSIT,0000223 -19-31MAR20-1/1
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Bleed Air from System (XUV Gas Engine)
IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Using incorrect coolant
mixture can damage the radiator:
MXT009029 —UN—12SEP13

• Do not operate engine in absence of
coolant or with plain water.
• Use antifreeze approved for use in
aluminum engines.
• Do not exceed a 50% antifreeze mixture
for the coolant.
• Do not pour coolant or water into radiator
when engine is hot.
A—Bleed Bolt
B—Washer (2 used)

• Do not add Stop Leak or other additives.
NOTE: John Deere Cool-Gard™ coolant is recommended
when adding coolant to the cooling system.
Follow the instruction on the container for
the correct mixture ratio.

C—Bleed Screw

8. Start engine and run at less than full throttle to warm up.

1. Raise cargo box.

NOTE: To maintain an adequate level, monitor coolant
level in the recovery tank during warm-up, and
add coolant, if necessary. Warm up phase
can take several minutes.

IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Do not remove washers
from top or bottom of the banjo fitting.

9. Run engine until cooling fan starts, shake heater and
hoses periodically to dislodge air.

XUV620i, XUV625i

NOTE: To maintain an adequate level and prevent the
air entry into the system, monitor coolant level in
radiator, and add coolant if necessary.

CAUTION: Avoid injury! Radiator can be hot.
Do not reach down from the top of the radiator
to check lower hose temperature.

2. Loosen engine bleed bolt (A) at the banjo fitting on
the intake manifold (four full turns from tight). Do not
remove bolt, or washers (B) at the banjo fitting.

10. When fan comes on, immediately check temperature
of coolant hose at bottom of radiator.
1. If the hose is cold, shutoff the engine and let
engine cool. Monitor coolant level in the recovery
tank and add as needed. When engine is cool,
fill radiator and recovery tank to upper lines and
secure with caps. Then repeat bleed procedure.
Shake hoses and heater when bleeding.
2. If the hose is warm/hot, reduce engine speed to
idle, and continue running machine until fan shuts
off, then cycles back on again. If no temperature
warning light has come on, system is bled properly.
Shutoff the engine and let cool down, monitoring
coolant level in the recovery tank. Fill recovery
tank to the upper line, if necessary.

3. Loosen the bleed screw (C) at the bleed tee. Do not
remove the screw.
4. Dislodge air from the system by shaking heater, and
hoses.
5. Maintain the coolant level into the radiator and fill the
radiator with coolant, if necessary.
6. Allow coolant to runout of both bleed locations until
coolant is running clear, with no air bubbles and no
sounds of air escaping. Close both bleeders.
7. Fill radiator and recovery tank to the upper line, and
secure radiator cap.
Cool-Gard is a trademark of Deere & Company

Continued on next page
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XUV825i, XUV825E and XUV825M.
1. Raise cargo box.
2. Loosen bleed screw (A) located in T-fitting connecting
hoses (B).

MXT009030 —UN—12SEP13

3. Remove radiator cap and add recommended coolant
mixture to radiator until coolant runs out of the bleed
port.
4. Tighten the bleed screw (A).
5. Add additional coolant mixture to radiator until coolant
runs out of the overflow port and into the recovery tank.
6. Install radiator cap.
IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! Position hose slightly
above bottom of the recovery tank. Do not allow
the hose to contact bottom of the recovery tank
or bend upwards out of the coolant.
7. Remove recovery tank cap, and add coolant mixture
to the recovery tank until it is approximately half full.
8. Install recovery tank cap.
IMPORTANT: Avoid damage! If coolant temperature
indicator comes on while engine is running, stop
engine and add more coolant mixture to radiator.
9. Start and run engine at medium speed until upper
and lower radiator hoses have become warm (10—15
minutes). Warm hoses indicate that the thermostat
has opened and coolant is circulating.
10. Allow engine to cool.

A—Bleed Screw

B—Hoses

12. Remove radiator cap and add recommended coolant
mixture to radiator until coolant runs out of the overflow
port, and into the recovery tank.
13. Install the radiator cap.
14. Run engine until cooling fan starts, indicating that
the engine, and coolant has reached operating
temperature.
15. Stop engine and remove the key.
16. Allow engine to cool and suction back any needed
coolant from the overflow recovery tank. Fill recovery
tank to the upper line, if necessary.

11. Loosen bleed screw (A), and allow air to bubble out
until air bubbles are no longer visible at the bleed port.
Tighten bleed screw completely.
FENAFNX,0000158 -19-13APR20-2/2
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Bleed Air from System (XUV Diesel Engine)

MXT009031 —UN—12SEP13

NOTE: Monitor coolant level in radiator during bleed
procedure. Make sure that it does not fall too
low. Add coolant as per requirement and prevent
the air entry into the system.
1. Open thermostat housing bleed screw (A) and bleed
screw (B) on bleed tee four turns.
2. Dislodge air from the system by shaking heater and
hoses. Allow ample coolant to run through system
when bleeding.
3. Maintain adequate level of coolant in radiator and add
coolant, if necessary.
4. When clear coolant is coming from both locations, and
no air bubbles or sounds of air escaping, tighten both
bleed screw (B).
5. Fill radiator and coolant recovery tank to the upper
line, and secure radiator cap.
NOTE: To maintain an adequate level, monitor coolant
level in the recovery tank during warm-up, and
add coolant if necessary. Warm up phase
can take several minutes.
6. Start engine, and run at full throttle until fan motor
cycles on.
a. If the engine temperature warning light comes on
before fan cycles on, shut down engine immediately
and allow engine to cool. Monitor coolant level in

A—Thermostat Housing Bleed
Screw

B—Bleed Screw

the recovery tank during cool down and add coolant,
as needed. Coolant drawn into the engine during
cool-down helps to displace trapped air. When
engine is cooled down, fill radiator and recovery
tank to upper lines and tighten the caps, then repeat
bleed procedure. Shake hoses and heater while
bleeding.
b. If no engine warning light comes on, reduce engine
speed to idle. Continue running until fan cycles
on again, then turn off engine and allow to cool.
Monitor recovery tank during cool-down, add
coolant if necessary to the upper line.
BVVMSIT,0000225 -19-31MAR20-1/1

Replace Components After Bleed Procedure
(All Models)
1. Install heater unit and lower bracket and secure with
original hardware.

MXT009032 —UN—12SEP13

2. Install floor panel and fasten to foot deck in position
marked (A) with the hex head bolt, M6x20 and M8
washer from the top, and M6 washer and M6 locknut
from below.
3. Fasten floor panel to the right side closeout panel in
position marked (B) with the hex head bolt, M6x16
and M6 washer from the inside, and M6 washer and
M6 locknut from the outside. Tighten hardware.
A—Marked Position

B—Marked Position
Continued on next page
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4. Secure upper bracket (A) of heater retaining panel
to dash panel, and secure with two pop rivets (B) in
holes drilled earlier.
B—Pop Rivets

MXT009033 —UN—13SEP13

A—Upper Bracket

BVVMSIT,0000226 -19-25MAR20-2/2

Connect Electrical Components and
Complete Installation

1. Route wiring harness (A) from the heater unit (B)
under MFWD linkage (C), and bundle with main wiring
harness (D) across to left side of machine.
A—Wiring Harness
B—Heater Unit

C—MFWD Linkage
D—Main Wiring Harness

MXT009034 —UN—12SEP13

NOTE: The plug connectors at the front of the heater
retaining plate connects to the fan switch in the
padded heater cover. The plug connectors on
the two longer wiring harnesses at the back of
the heater retaining panel connect to the power
source and heater blower motor.

BVVMSIT,0000227 -19-31MAR20-1/6

2. Locate the connector plug (A) with yellow and black
wires from main wiring harness. Connect it to the
heater harness connector plug (B) with red and brown
wires. Install 5A fuse in the fuse holder (C) of the
heater wiring harness.

A—Connector Plug
B—Heater Harness Connector
Plug

MXT009035 —UN—12SEP13

3. Secure heater wiring harness to main harness with tie
straps as necessary to prevent contact with moving
parts.
C—Fuse Holder

Continued on next page
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4. Plug connector on short wiring harness (A) from heater
into connector terminals (B) at rear of the heater unit
(C).
C—Heater Unit

MXT009036 —UN—13SEP13

A—Wiring Harness
B—Connector Terminal

BVVMSIT,0000227 -19-31MAR20-3/6

5. Plug heater connectors (A), and (B) from the front of
heater retaining panel into the fan switch connectors
(C) inside padded heater cover (D).
C—Fan Switch Connector
D—Heater Cover

MXT009037 —UN—12SEP13

A—Heater Connector
B—Heater Connector

BVVMSIT,0000227 -19-31MAR20-4/6

6. Set padded heater cover (A) on top of the heater
bracket, and secure with two hex head bolts, M6x20
(B), and M6 washers.
B—Hex Head Bolt, M6x20 (2
used)
MXT009038 —UN—12SEP13

A—Heater Cover

Continued on next page
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7. Remove hex head bolt, M6x16, and M6 washer from
the clip nut (A) in the upper bracket of a front retaining
panel.

9. Turn on the ignition switch and test the heater blower
fan switch for proper operation. Blower only operates
when the key switch is in ON position.
A—Clip Nut

B—Heater Panel

MXT009039 —UN—13SEP13

8. Place padded heater panel (B) over the upper bracket
and secure through the heater panel, and clip nut in
the upper bracket with original hardware.

BVVMSIT,0000227 -19-31MAR20-6/6
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